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KING AMERICA

King America begins in 1939 with 

the planet on the brink of 

another world war. Sixty-one 

nations charged into the fray, 

but, when the dust settled, only 

two emerged as superpowers: the 

U.S. and the Soviet Union. The 

cooling relations between these 

wartime allies quickly divided 

the world and brought it to the 

brink of nuclear conflict during 

the ensuing Cold War.



Lesson 1
(AH 4.01)

TODAY’S UNIT & LESSON



World War II was the largest

and most devastating war…

…EVER.

WORLD WAR II:

It lasted from 1939-1945, 

involved 61 countries; pitted 

Axis against the Allies.

The U.S. joined in 1941 after 

Japan attacked Pearl Harbor.



Total loss of life: 72 million (61 

million Allies; 11 million Axis).

WORLD WAR II:

Total civilian deaths: 47 million

Total military deaths: 25 million

Remember World War I?

“Only” 30 million total losses

(20 m. civilian; 10 m. military).





World War II involved several 

different “isms”:

THE “ISMS”:

1. Capitalism.

2. Socialism.

3. Communism.

4. Fascism.

5. Nazism.



CAPITALISM

Based upon private ownership, 

individual initiative, profit, and 

fair competition.

Factories, mines, stores, farms, 

railroads, airlines, and banks 

are privately owned.



CAPITALISM

Competition is its “lifeblood”.

“Supply & Demand” flourishes. 

Ex: USA.

Low demand = prices go down.

High demand = prices go up.





SOCIALISM

Dates back to Ancient Greece.

Calls for public ownership of 

land, factories, and other 

means of production.

Looks good on paper… but in 

practice it’s tougher to get 

people to buy in.



SOCIALISM

Socialists hate capitalism since 

wealth is in a “few hands”.

Wants to reduce inequality by

having state redistribute wealth

in an equitable way.

Anti-socialists see this as the 

“Robin Hood Approach”.



SOCIALISM

Government owns major 

industries but smaller ones are 

privately owned (regulated).

Individual is second to state.

Extreme form is communism.

Ex: Norway, Sweden, Finland, 

Denmark (5M pop; size of LA).





COMMUNISM

It is socialism on steroids.

In 1848, Karl Marx and Friedrich 

Engels published

The Communist Manifesto.

It is about class struggle.



COMMUNISM

Stresses Haves vs. Have Nots.

Workers urged to seize political 

power and take over industries.

After this, world revolutions 

result in rule by working class.



In 1917, Bolsheviks led by 

Vladimir Lenin and Leon 

Trotsky overthrew Russia’s 

Czar Nicholas II and formed the 

Soviet Union (or U.S.S.R.).

U.S.S.R. stands for Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics.

COMMUNISM



Government controls ALL

economic activity, all factories, 

all media, culture, and religion.

Headed by a dictator called the 

General Secretary of the Party.

Freedom of speech and press

is non-existent.

COMMUNISM



Strict censorship earned 

U.S.S.R. name “Iron Curtain”.

Government decides how many 

goods should be produced and 

when.

In theory, everything’s 

centralized; erases inequality.

COMMUNISM



Like socialism, individual is 

second to state…meaning 

you’re “expendable”.

U.S.S.R. fell

December 26, 1991.

Ex: U.S.S.R., China, North Korea, 

Vietnam, and Cuba.

COMMUNISM





FASCISM

Government is run by a 

dictator; controls all economic 

activity, all politics, all media, 

culture, and religion.

Unlike communism, fascism 

lets industry remain in private 

ownership (but does regulate).



FASCISM

Rooted in extreme nationalism, 

forced patriotism, and

anti-socialism/communism.

Considers all other people

inferior to the host country’s 

nationality.



FASCISM

Individual is second to the 

state or race.

In Rome, Benito Mussolini

and thousands of black-shirts 

overthrew Italy’s king and 

instituted a fascist regime

in 1922.



The term “fascism” was first 

used by Mussolini.

The term comes from the Italian 

word fascio, which means 

“union” or “league.”

FASCISM



It also refers to the ancient 

Roman symbol of power, the 

fasces, a bundle of sticks 

bound to an ax, which 

represented civic unity and the 

authority of Roman officials to 

punish wrongdoers.

FASCISM



Very warlike mentality; 

advocates warlike policies.

Most extreme form of fascism 

is Nazism.

Ex: Italy from 1922-1943.

FASCISM





NAZISM

Nazism is also called

National Socialism (ironic since 

Nazis are anti-socialist).

It started in Germany in 1920

with the formation of the 

National Socialist German 

Workers’ Party.



NAZISM

In Germany this party was 

called Nationalsozialistische 

Deutsche Arbeiterpartei

(NSDAP).

We know it as the Nazi Party.



NAZISM

Adolf Hitler joined the Nazi 

Party and soon became a major 

promoter and leader.

A failed overthrow of German 

Government landed him in jail, 

where he dictated the book

Mein Kampf (“My Struggle”).



NAZISM

This mapped out Nazi beliefs 

and agenda.

It is fascism on steroids…

but it is purely German.

It is rooted in severe 

nationalism and desire to unite 

“common-speaking” people.



NAZISM

It considers all other people

inferior to the German 

nationality.

It preaches hate toward those 

that are “different”.

It believes in “master” and 

“inferior” races.



NAZISM

“Master” race: Aryan

(white, blonde hair, blue eyes).

“Inferior” race: Jews, Slavs, 

and non-whites.

Government run by a dictator; 

controls all economic activity, 

all politics, all media, culture, 

and religion.



NAZISM

Hatred toward Jews resulted in

the Holocaust during WWII.

Over 17 million died in the 

Holocaust; 6 million were Jews

(2/3 of all Jews in Europe).

Ex: Germany from 1933-1945.







FAST 5: UNIT 4, LESSON 1 (AH 4.01)

1
1. From what you learned about 

World War I and what you 

already know about World War 

II, what made the second war 

more destructive than the 

first?



FAST 5: UNIT 4, LESSON 1 (AH 4.01)

2
2. In looking at the chart of 

“World War II Deaths”, which 

Allied country suffered the 

most deaths? Which Allied 

country suffered the fewest? 

Which Axis county suffered the 

most? Which Axis country 

suffered the fewest?



FAST 5: UNIT 4, LESSON 1 (AH 4.01)

3
3. Compare and contrast 

Capitalism and Communism.



FAST 5: UNIT 4, LESSON 1 (AH 4.01)

4
4. Compare and contrast 

Socialism and Communism.



FAST 5: UNIT 4, LESSON 1 (AH 4.01)

5
5. Compare and contrast Fascism 

and Nazism.


